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Abstract—Recent works [1], [2] have shown the benefits
of a systematic approach to designing enterprise networks.
However, these works are limited to the design of greenfield
(newly deployed) networks, or to incremental evolution
of existing networks without altering prior design de-
cisions. In this paper, we focus on redesigning existing
networks, allowing for changes to existing decisions. Such
redesign (migration) may be desirable from the perspective
of improved network performance or lower complexity.
However, the key challenge is that the costs of redesign
may be high due to the presence of complex dependencies
between network configurations. We consider these issues
in the context of virtual local area networks (VLANs), an
important area of enterprise network design.

We make three contributions. First, we present a model
to capture VLAN redesign costs. Such costs may arise from
the need to reconfigure policies (e.g., security policies)
to reflect the changes in VLAN design and ensure the
continued correctness of the network. Second, we present
a framework that enables operators to systematically
determine the best strategies to redesign VLANs so the
desired performance goals may be achieved while the costs
of redesign are minimized. Finally, we demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach using data obtained from a
large-scale campus network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Enterprise network operators must frequently change
the design of their networks to reflect new organiza-
tional needs, that may arise due to the addition of new
hosts, movement and reorganization of departments and
personnel, revision of security policies, and upgrading
of router hardware. Ad-hoc decisions made during the
evolution of the networks may result in network designs
that fall short of operator goals. For instance, they
could result in VLANs with undesirably high broadcast
traffic [3], routing designs with instabilities [4], [5], or
unnecessarily complex network designs [6].

Redesigning enterprise networks could potentially
lead to significant benefits such as improved perfor-
mance or lowered complexity. However such benefits
do not come without cost. The cost arises from the need
to change multiple device configurations, to reflect the
change in the design and ensure the continued correct-
ness of the network. Reconfiguring networks is compli-
cated given the huge semantic gap between high-level
operator objectives, and the low-level configurations in
which they are embedded, and given the presence of

a large number of dependencies between configura-
tions [6]. Errors in changing configurations have been
known to result in outages, business service disruptions,
violations of Service Level Agreements (SLA) and
cyber-attacks [7], [8], [9].

Prior works including our own have looked at the
systematic design of greenfield networks (i.e., networks
yet to be deployed) [1], [10]. However, these works
do not consider the redesign of existing networks.
Our more recent work [2] has explored incremental
evolution of existing networks. In particular, in [2], we
developed strategies for dealing with routine enterprise
change activity such as deciding which VLAN a newly
added host must be assigned to. However, this work
assumes prior design decisions may not be revisited. For
instance, a host already assigned to a VLAN cannot be
moved to another VLAN.

In this paper, we take a step towards tackling chal-
lenges encountered when existing enterprise networks
are redesigned (allowing for prior decisions to be revis-
ited). In particular, we present frameworks that enable
operators to systematically determine how they should
change the designs of their networks so they may
achieve their objectives (e.g., improved performance),
in a manner that incurs least reconfiguration effort. Our
overall approach is to cast the network redesign process
as an optimization problem that seeks to minimize the
network reconfiguration costs subject to a performance
goal. Our cost models capture network-wide dependen-
cies associated with reconfiguring networks. We focus
on Virtual LANs (VLANs) as a case study since they are
extensively used in enterprise networks, represent time-
consuming tasks for network operators, and have only
recently started receiving attention from the research
community [1], [2], [3]. The primary benefit of altering
the VLAN design is that the broadcast traffic can be
lowered. The costs incurred in reconfiguring VLANs
involve considering dependencies such as changes of
IP addresses of hosts, changes of security policies,
and changes pertaining to which VLANs are permitted
on particular links (a process referred to as chang-
ing “trunk” link configuration). We devise algorithms
that can identify the set of design changes that incur
minimum reconfiguration costs while achieving given
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performance goals. Finally, we evaluate our algorithms
on a large-scale campus network, using a longitudinal
data-set that includes multiple configuration snapshots.
The results show promise of our approach.

II. FORMULATING THE VLAN REDESIGN PROBLEM

VLANs enable operators to reduce the management
complexity by thinking about users as collective groups
based on the role of each user in the organization. Hosts
in an enterprise network may be viewed as correspond-
ing to different roles or categories, e.g., engineering,
sales, etc. Today, these logical groupings are most
commonly implemented by VLANs, which take users
in physically disparate locations and place them into
a single logical subnet. Each VLAN is given its own
IP block, typically a /24. Each VLAN constitutes a
separate broadcast domain, and a separate spanning tree
is constructed per VLAN, rooted at a root bridge.
Benefit of redesign: The benefits of redesigning
VLANs come from the fact that the performance (de-
fined in §II-A) of VLANs degrades significantly due
to network evolution. Our recent work [1] targeted at
greenfield settings showed that through more systematic
assignment of hosts to VLANs, and judicious selection
of root bridges, the broadcast traffic on core links
of a large-scale operational network could be reduced
by over 24%. Such inefficiency is due to changes in
organizational needs over time. Typical changes are
addition and removal of hosts, movement of hosts to
different parts of the network, etc. As a result, many
of the design decisions made earlier that were optimum
then are no longer so now.

A. Considerations for VLAN redesign

We present the key considerations for redoing the
VLAN design of networks:
Correctness criterion: Hosts in different categories are
required to be placed in different VLANs. Note that
this does not prohibit multiple VLANs being created
for hosts in the same category, for example, to limit the
broadcast traffic.
Resource constraints: The total number of VLANs in
the network must be kept limited, as the demand on
routers and switches grows with the number of VLANs.
In this paper, we focus on a particular cost function like
in [1], where the operator specifies an acceptable bound
on the total number of VLANs.
Performance criterion: The key performance criterion
we consider when redoing the VLAN design is the
broadcast traffic associated with a VLAN. This in turn
depends on (i) the number of hosts in the VLAN; and
(ii) the span of the VLAN, i.e., how spread out the hosts
of the VLAN are in the underlying network topology.
The latter can be measured by the number of links in
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Fig. 1: Moving H from VLAN V1 to V2 results in the
change of H’s IP address and the path host H takes to
reach server S.

the spanning tree of the VLAN. More Formally, we
leverage the broadcast traffic cost model from [1], which
is defined as follows. Let Ni denote the number of hosts
in a VLAN Vi, Ai denote the average broadcast traffic
(in pkt/s) generated by a host in Vi, and Wik denote
the number of links in the spanning tree of Vi when it
selects switch Sk as its root bridge. Then, the broadcast
cost of Vi is modelled as:

BroadcastCosti = Ni × Ai × Wik

B. Modeling redesign costs

We now proceed to consider ways to redo the VLAN
design, and present a model for the associated recon-
figuration costs. There are three types of changes that
may occur during a VLAN redesign process:
• Changing root-bridge of a VLAN: The broadcast
traffic associated with a VLAN depends on the choice
of root-bridge, and could be lowered through a more
judicious root-bridge placement. The main cost of
changing the root-bridge is to reconfigure certain inter-
switch links (a.k.a. trunk links) to ensure that the new
root-bridge is part of the spanning tree. We note that
each inter-switch link in a VLAN spanning tree must
be explicitly configured to only permit traffic for the
appropriate set of VLANs, to ensure that broadcast
traffic is properly constrained. We denote the cost of
changing the root-bridge of VLAN Vi to switch Sj to
be C(Vi, Sj).
• Moving hosts across VLANs: Hosts may be moved
across VLANs (possibly to newly created VLANs) in
the same category to ensure a more equitable distribu-
tion of hosts, and hence broadcast traffic across VLANs.
We denote the cost of moving a host Hk to a different
VLAN Vl to be D(Hk, Vl). Below we describe in detail
the configuration costs involved in moving a host.

First, reconfiguring (potentially multiple) switches
to ensure the host is allowed to communicate with
other hosts in the new VLAN, and disallowed from
communication with the original VLAN.

Second, changing the IP address of the host to an
IP that is within the address block assigned to the new
VLAN. Changing a host’s IP address in turn requires
modification to DNS servers, routing (e.g., static routes),
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packet filters and firewall rules on devices that are
written in terms of the old IP address. Fig. 1 illustrates
a scenario where a host H in VLAN V1 is blocked
from communicating with a server S by using an access-
control list (ACL) a. An ACL is a sequential collection
of permit and deny conditions, called ACL rules, and
flows to be permitted/denied are identified in terms
of their source/destination IP addresses and ports, and
protocol.ACLs are placed on router interfaces. In our
example, if during the redesign process host H is moved
to another VLAN V2, the rules in ACL a must be
manually re-written to use the new IP address of H .

Third, moving hosts across VLANs may also change
the forwarding path. This may imply that achieving the
same security policy would require changing the devices
over which security policies are configured. Consider
Fig. 1 again where host H is moved from VLAN V1

to V2 as recommended by the redesign. Assume that V1

and V2 have designated routers R1 and R4, respectively
(i.e., R1 is the first (last) router for outgoing (incoming)
packets when a host inside V1 communicates with a host
outside). Realizing this change now requires moving
ACL a and ensuring that it is placed on the new path
between H and S.

• Creation or removal of VLANs: The broadcast
traffic associated with a VLAN could be lowered by
creating a new VLAN and moving hosts to the new
VLAN. Further, to ensure the total number of VLANs
used in the design does not grow too large, VLANs
with fewer hosts could be merged with larger VLANs
in the same category. The associated configuration costs
are primarily the costs in moving hosts to (from) the
created (removed) VLAN. Hence, we do not explicitly
list the costs associated with these tasks.

We next discuss how the cost functions C and D may
be defined. In general, the reconfiguration costs must
capture the dependencies across network devices that
a configuration task entails. A potential cost model is
to consider the number of devices whose configuration
may need to be altered, and the number of different
blocks of each configuration that must be changed.
The more involved the change in these dimensions, the
higher the degree of reconfiguration effort that is likely
to be required and the larger the likelihood of errors in
the process. While this is a reasonable approach, pre-
cisely determining the dependencies could be challeng-
ing, and is part of the complexity of the reconfiguration
process. An alternative is a coarser model which assigns
all operations of the same kind a uniform cost (e.g.
D(Hk, Vl) = D,∀Hk, Vl, where D is fixed). The cost
of various types of operations could be weighed by the
relative complexity involved with each of these tasks
on average. The weights could be set in a variety of
ways such as (i) assigning weights based on interviews

with operators; or (ii) allowing the operator to weigh
the relative costs associated with the tasks over-riding
default models; or (iii) logging operator actions as they
perform these tasks, and learning information about
typical dependencies associated with the tasks.

C. Problem formulation

Given the maximum acceptable broadcast traffic cost
BT any VLAN in the network can have, probably
specified by the operator, the VLAN redesign problem
is to reduce the maximum broadcast traffic cost to
BT or below, while minimizing the redesign costs,
subject to the correctness criterion and the resource
constrains(§II-A):

Minimize:∑

i

∑

j

C(Vi, Sj)xij +
∑

k

∑

l

D(hk, Vl)ykl

Subject to:
- maxi {BroadcastCosti} ≤ BT

-
∑

j

xij = 1,
∑

l

ykl = 1, xij , ykl ∈ {0, 1}

- The correctness & resource criteria

Here, xij is 1 if VLAN Vi has changed root-bridge
to switch Sj , and 0 otherwise. Similarly, ykl is 1 if host
Hk has changed its VLAN to be Vl, and 0 otherwise.

III. SOLVING THE VLAN REDESIGN PROBLEM

We first describe two important procedures, and then
present the main algorithm.

A. Algorithm for moving a host: Move(V)

The Move(V ) procedure iteratively and greedily
moves hosts from VLAN V to other VLANs in the
same category, and/or changes the root-bridge of V ,
until V ’s broadcast traffic cost B(V ) has been reduced
to BT , or no more host can be moved and no better root-
bridge exists. During each iteration, the algorithm either
moves one host, or changes the root-bridge, depending
on which action results in the maximum reduction of
B(V ), and incurs the minimum redesign costs.

We now provide more details. First, for each host H
in V , and for each VLAN V ′ in the same category of
V , the algorithm calculates three variables: D(H,V ′),
the redesign costs of moving H to Vi; Dec(H,V ), the
reduction in B(V ) if H is moved out; and Inc(H,V ′),
the increase in B(V ′), if H is moved to V ′. In addition,
the algorithm also calculates the broadcast reduction
Dec(V, S) and the redesign costs C(V, S) associated
with selecting the optimal root-bridge S. The optimal
root-bridge is determined by considering every single
switch in the network as a potential root-bridge, and
calculating the corresponding broadcast traffic cost.
Next, the algorithm calculates the benefit-to-cost ratio
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Dec(H,V )/Inc(H,V ′)
D(H,V ′) for all the (H,V ′) pairs, as well as

the ratio Dec(V,S)
C(V,S) . It then executes the redesign action

that has the largest ratio, which can be either moving a
host, or changing the root-bridge. The algorithm repeats
the above steps, until B(V ) has been reduced to BT , in
which case it returns a “success”, or no more host can
be moved out from V without causing another VLAN’s
broadcast cost exceeding BT , and no better root-bridge
exists, in which case it returns a “failure”, and undo all
the previous actions.

B. Algorithm for merging a VLAN: Merge()

The Merge() procedure merges one VLAN V to
other VLANs in its category C. The algorithm judi-
ciously picks the VLAN V such that (i) the redesign
costs associated with merging V , which is the sum of
the costs of moving out all the hosts in V , is smaller
than merging any other VLAN in the network; and (ii)
the merge will not cause any other VLAN’s broadcast
cost to exceed BT .

Below is the detailed description of the algorithm.
The algorithm considers all the categories with at least
two VLANs. For each of those categories C, and for
each VLAN V in C, it calculates the redesign costs of
moving out all the hosts in V , by calling a procedure
P (V ). P (V ) is similar to the Move(V) procedure pre-
sented above, except that it does not consider changing
the root-bridge, and that it returns a “success” only
when having moved out all hosts in V . Procedure P (V )
ensures that moving out all the hosts of V will not cause
any other VLAN’s broadcast traffic cost to exceed BT .
If that is not feasible (i.e., P (V ) returns a “failure”), V
will not be considered for merge. The algorithm then
picks V for which the merging costs are the smallest,
executes the merge, and returns a “success”. If no such
V available, the algorithm returns a “failure”.

C. The main algorithm

Finally we describe the main algorithm. The algo-
rithm iterates over every VLAN V whose broadcast
traffic cost B(V ) is greater than BT . For each such V ,
the algorithm calls the Move(V ) procedure to move
hosts out of V and/or change the root-bridge of V . If
Move(V ) returns a “success”, which means B(V ) has
been reduced to BT , the algorithm finishes the current
iteration, and goes on to the next VLAN. Otherwise
if Move(V ) returns a “failure”, which means it is not
feasible to reduce B(V ) to below BT without causing
another VLAN’s broadcast traffic cost to go above BT ,
the algorithm will try to create a new VLAN in the
same category as V . Depending on whether the total
number of VLANs currently employed is smaller than
MAX-VLANs or not, the algorithm either creates a new
VLAN directly, or first calls the Merge() procedure to

09/2008 03/2009 09/2009
Current max (pkt/s) 226700 225085 228854

Cost-agnostic max (pkt/s) 84223 83079 76782

TABLE I: Performance comparison of the current
VLAN design, and the cost-agnostic VLAN design, for
the three snapshots.
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Fig. 2: Number of hosts that are moved by the cost-
agnostic algorithm, and by our algorithms with various
BT values.
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Fig. 3: Number of root-bridges that are changed by
the cost-agnostic algorithm, and by our algorithms with
various BT values.

merge a VLAN in another category, and then creates a
new VLAN. The algorithm then calls Move(V ) again.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the benefit of our redesign
algorithms. Our data-set includes multiple snapshots of
the configuration files of all switches and routers in a
large-scale campus network, as well as layer two topol-
ogy data, from 2007 to 2009. The network consists of
about 200 routers, 1300 switches, and tens of thousands
of hosts grouped into hundreds of VLANs.

We pick three representative snapshots of the campus
network from our data-set, each six months apart from
another, and run our redesign algorithms on them.
For comparison purpose, we also run a cost-agnostic
design algorithm that we previously developed [1] for
greenfield networks (i.e., networks that are yet to be de-
ployed). It does not take into account the configuration
of the current network, or the redesign costs, and comes
up with a grouping of hosts into VLANs with the only
objective being to ensure the broadcast traffic of each
VLAN is as low as possible. Thus the result produced
by this algorithm may be viewed as an upper bound of
the performance that the network could achieve through
redesign.
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We assume every host generates broadcast traffic at a
rate of 2.12 packet per second, based on a measurement
study reported in [1]. We assume the maximum number
of VLANs that can be created is the number in the
current design. We use a uniform cost model, and the
same cost is assigned to an operation involving moving
any host to any VLAN, or changing the root-bridge
of any VLAN. We believe this model is reasonable,
as discussed in §II-B. Finally, we vary the maximum
acceptable broadcast traffic cost (BT ) to be between
105% and 150% of the maximum broadcast traffic cost
produced by the cost-agnostic design.

Table I shows the the maximum broadcast traffic
generated by the current design, and by the cost-
agnostic design. Each column in the table corresponds
to a different snapshot. For all the snapshots, the current
design incurs significantly larger broadcast traffic cost
than the cost-agnostic design.

Fig. 2 shows the results regarding the number of hosts
moved. There are three sets of bars, each corresponding
to a different snapshot. In each set, there are five bars.
The leftmost bar shows the number of hosts moved
by the cost-agnostic design, and the rest bars show
the number of hosts moved by our algorithms with
different BT values. We make the following two obser-
vations. First, the cost-agnostic design requires moving
about 4000 hosts, which is clearly not practical. This
is because the cost-agnostic design solely optimizes
for performance, and it does not take into account
the redesign costs. Second, our algorithms can achieve
comparable performance to the cost-agnostic designs,
while moving significantly fewer hosts. For example,
to reduce the maximum broadcast traffic cost to within
150% of that of the cost-agnostic design, our algorithms
moved about 200 hosts, only 5% of the hosts moved by
the cost-agnostic design.

Fig. 3 shows similar trends regarding the number of
root-bridges changed. For all the snapshots, the cost-
agnostic design requires around 90 root-bridges to be
changed, while our algorithms require less than 10.

V. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have made three contributions.
First, we present a model to capture VLAN redesign
costs. Second, we present a framework that enables
operators to systematically determine the best strategies
to redesign the VLANs so the desired performance
goals may be achieved while the costs of redesign is
minimized. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach using data obtained from a large-scale
campus network.

Prior work on systematic “top-down” approaches to
enterprise design and configuration is in the limited con-
text of newly deployed (greenfield) networks [1], [10].

Such approaches cannot be used to make redesign rec-
ommendations, as they are completely cost agnostic and
will incur prohibitively high costs, as shown in §IV. In
contrast, our approach explicitly considers various costs
associated with redesign. Researchers have proposed
new architectures that provide alternatives to broadcast-
based host discovery [11], [12] potentially obviating
the need to constrain broadcast domains with VLANs.
In contrast, our focus is on tackling the challenges
within the constraints of existing enterprise network
architectures. [13] presents techniques for simplifying
configuration by reorganizing policies. In contrast, our
focus is on improving network performance through
judicious redesign. Finally, while this paper focuses
on VLANs as a case study, we believe a framework
such as ours could be important in other aspects of
enterprise networks, such as routing design. We leave
further investigation of these issues for future work.
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